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I was having the usual ocb morning (‘ol cranky bastard) today and made the mistake of turning on
the news shows. The talking heads were all a twitter this morning with the announcement that the

Food and Drug administration is working toward a mandatory lowering of
acetaminophen(aphinaminafinmin) in commonly sold over the counter
medications and banning Percocet and Vicodin. It’s the over the counter
goodies that have me grumpy. Each day I carry around a full arsenal of
democracy, featuring Excedrin Migraine, Excedrin Back and Body, Aspirin and
Treximet. I recently had my liver replaced with a Scotch-Brite pad just to
compensate. I am a big government, bleeding heart, social program liberal, but

doggonit if the FDA screws with my headache meds. The reality is that I’m a cook. I
stand over a spattering flat-top all day and stick my arms in a 400 degree fry vat
constantly. Acetaminophen(aminaminaphin)good, no pills-bad. What next? Ban
coffee? I lost Mt. Dew and Red Bull to migraines, so all I have is prayer, coffee and
aspirin crunchies. Great…pretty soon we’ll see a Jacksonesque parade of county
officials hauling Excedrin out of my house in bags. I exaggerate, but, uhg! You’ll see
me on the SouthBend local news trying to run a Tylenol lab out of my car.

Speaking of the Jacksonesque, what is with the renewed Michael industry? I didn’t
want to devote any more cyber ink to him, but he’s everywhere. If you check
your Genius Side Bar on i-tunes it’s all Michael this week. The top videos on
the yahoo home page today are all M.J., too. Youtube? Same thing. Overload.
He’s even outhitting the fireworks dumb-head safety videos. This is tough to
imagine on Independence Week. He’s selling more product from beyond the
grave than Billy Mays. Those fireworks saftey videos from the Consumer
Product Safety Commission are necessary, but annoying. Come on public

safetyagencies. If we want to destroy ourselves with low-grade explosions we
should be able to, right? The British ads are actually terrifying and would work
better than the CPSC’s yearly parade of exploding mannequins. The Brits, in
anticipation of November 5th, run ads with screaming, blinded kids and burned up
families. Our government is all about the decapitated mannequins. Right. I better
go stock up on acetamina-whatever. Onward and upward.
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